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EXPONENTIAL BEHAVIOR FOR SOLUTIONS OF

NONLINEAR HYPERBOLIC SYSTEM WITH EPSILON

PERTURBATION

Daewook Kim

Abstract. In this paper, we study the nonlinear hyperbolic system with

epsilon perturbation

stt − div[c(x)∇s] + (ε− 1)st = |s|γs.
Under the conditions of c, γ and other assumptions, we prove the expo-
nential behavior rates of the modified energy perturbation.

1. Introduction

In the present work, we are concerned with the following problem:

stt − div[c(x)∇s] + (ε− 1)st = |s|γs in Ω× R+, (1)

s(x, t) = 0 on Γ× R+, (2)

s(x, 0) = s0(x), st(x, 0) = s1(x) in Ω, (3)

where Ω be a bounded open set of RN (N ≥ 1) with a smooth boundary Γ, γ
and other conditions such as c be in next section. In fact, s0, s1 are initially
given functions and s(x, t) is the transversal displacement of the strip at spatial
coordinate x and time t in the real world application. (K is kinetic energy.
P is potential energy. δWDnc is the variation of non-conservative work done.
δWDrb is the variation of work done at the right boundary. More detailed
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information can be found in [1].)

K =
1

2

∫ l(t)

0

ϖ(x)C(x)[v2 + (vsx + st)
2]dx, (4)

P =

∫ l(t)

0

[(
ι0 +

Y C(x)

4

∫ 1

0

(
∂s

∂x

)2

dx

)
+

1

2
C(x)σ(x, t)

]
ζ(x, t)dx,(5)

δWDnc =

∫ l(t)

0

[
ψ(x, t)− ϖ(x)v

2
st(x, t− τ)

]
δs(x, t)dx

+ψc(t)δs(l(t), t), (6)

δWDrb = ϖ(l(t))C(l(t))v(vsx(l(t), t) + st(l(t), t))δs(l(t), t). (7)

From (4)-(7), some generalized hyperbolic systems can be derived (See [1]).

Figure 1. the energy system considering WD form on the
sense of physical situations.

As opposed to the above FIGURE1, the boundaries in this study are fixed,
so the work done can be ignored. Therefore, the roles of the damping term and
the forcing term, which affects both position energy and kinetic energy are very
important. Unlike previous research results (See [2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]),
the coefficient of the damping term in the main equation of this study is negative
due to the epsilon perturbation ε. In particular, if the signs of the coefficients
of the damping term and the forcing term are the same, as in the main system
of this paper, it can disrupt energy equilibrium, leading to the blow-up of the
solution. Therefore, it is significant to consider systems where the coefficient of
the damping term is negative.

In this paper, we will mainly concern on an aspect of decay behavior of the
perturbed modified energy of the main system. We get its proof by using the
energy perturbation method.

This paper organized as follows. In Section 2, we will present some notations,
material needed (assumptions, lemmas and so on) for our work and state a global
existence and energy behavior theorem (main result). Section 3 contains the
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proof of our main result. Finally, in Section 4, we discuss the main conclusion
and future research.

2. Preliminaries and main results

We first introduce the elementary bracket pairing in Ω ⊂ RN

⟨φ,ψ⟩ ≡
∫
Ω

(φ,ψ)dx,

provided that (φ,ψ) ∈ L1(Ω). And we set the norms as follows.

∥u∥Lp(Ω) =

(∫
Ω

|u|pdx
) 1

p

.

To simplify the notations, we denote ∥u∥L2(Ω), ∥u∥L1(0,+∞), ∥v∥L∞(0,+∞) by
∥u∥, ∥v∥L1 , ∥v∥L∞ respectively. The assumption for the important variation ε
is 0 < ε << 1. Finally, the assumption for c : Ω → R+ is a non-negative and
uniformly lower bounded (that is C(x) ≥ c0 ≥ 0) function.

Now we state our result as follows.

Theorem 2.1. Set either γ > 2 in case of N < 2 or 2 < γ ≤ 2N−2
N−2 in case of

N ≥ 3 where N in Ω ⊂ RN . Let the above assumptions hold. Then there exists
a unique solution u of the problem (1)-(3) satisfying

s ∈ L∞(0, T ;H1
0 (Ω) ∩H2(Ω)), s′ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H1

0 (Ω)), s
′′ ∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)),

and

s(x, t) → s0(x) in H
1
0 (Ω) ∩H2(Ω); s′(x, t) → s1(x) in H

1
0 (Ω),

as t→ 0.

Proof. By using Galerkin’s approximation and a routine procedure similar to
that of cite [8, 2], we can the global existence result for the solution subject to
(1)-(3) under the above assumptions. □

Theorem 2.2. Let s be the global solution of the problem (1)-(3) under either
γ > 2 in case of N < 2 or 2 < γ ≤ 2N−2

N−2 in case of N ≥ 3 where N in Ω ⊂ RN ,

and the above all conditions. We define the energy functional E(t) as

E(t) =
1

2

[
∥s′(t)∥2 +

∫
Ω

c(x)|∇s(x, t)|2dx− 2

γ + 2
∥s′(t)∥γ+2

γ+2

]
.

and
Ẽ(t) = E(t) + εχ(t)

where χ(t) = ⟨st, s⟩ Then the modified energy functional moves exponentially,
like as

Ẽ(t) ≤ et−τ Ẽ(τ), (8)

and also

Ẽ(t) ≥ ∂

∂t
((1− eτ−t)Ẽ(τ)), (9)
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for all 0 ≤ τ ≤ t <∞.

3. Proof of Theorem 2.2 (Energy Behavior)

Proof. Multiplying u′ on both sides of (1), integrating the resulting equations
over Ω, we have

d

dt

[
1

2
∥st∥2 +

1

2

∫
Ω

c(x)|∇s|2dx− 1

γ + 2
∥s∥γ+2

γ+2

]
= (1− ε)∥st∥2.(10)

For positive constant ϵ, let us define the perturbed modified energy by

Ẽ(t) = E(t) + ϵχ(t)(11)

where χ(t) = ⟨st, s⟩. Differentiating with respect to t on both sides of χ(t), using
(1) and ϵ ≈ ε in (1), we get

χ′(t) =⟨stt, s⟩+ ∥st∥2

≤∥st∥2 −
∫
Ω

c(x)|∇s|2dx+ ∥s∥γ+2
γ+2.

(12)

By the assumption of c, c is a uniformly lower bounded function, so (12) implies
that

χ′(t) ≤ ∥st∥2 − c0∥∇s∥2dx+ ∥s∥γ+2
γ+2.(13)

From (10) and (13), the following can be derived.

Ẽ′(t) ≤ ∥st∥2 − c0ε∥∇s∥2dx+ ε∥s∥γ+2
γ+2.

By the assumption of ε, that is 0 < ε << 1, we obtain

Ẽ′(t) ≤ Ẽ(t),(14)

for all 0 ≤ τ ≤ t <∞. Taking the integral from τ to t in (14), we get

ln
Ẽ(t)

Ẽ(τ)
≤ t− τ.

So we have (8). And also multiplying both sides of (14) by eτ−t, we get

eτ−tẼ′(t)− eτ−tẼ(t) ≤ 0.

Adding both sides of the above inequality by the non-negative value Ẽ′(t) and

−2eτ−tẼ′(t) to the left side, we have

(1− eτ−t)Ẽ′(t)− eτ−tẼ(t) ≤ Ẽ′(t).

So we deduce

∂

∂t
((1− eτ−t)Ẽ(τ)) ≤ Ẽ′(t),(15)

for all 0 ≤ τ ≤ t <∞. Applying (14) to (15), we have (9). □
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4. Conclusion and Further work

We get the energy exponentially behaviors((8) and (9)) by using the energy

perturbation method. − 1
γ+2∥s

′(t)∥γ+2
γ+2 may cause the energy E(t) to become

negative, so range setting of γ is important. The modified energy in (11) is
physically associated with states that primarily dampen the total energy. The
potential energy or states that increases the internal energy has a negligible
effect on the physically modified energy. So, ϵ of the modified energy is approx-
imately equal to the ε of (1). Therefore, in this paper, we set ϵ and ε to be

approximately the same. As future research, we will first check if E(t) or Ẽ(t)
considering the difference between ϵ and ε decreases exponentially. Then, we
will see what happens if the range of γ is broken. It is likely that we will need
to study the non-existence of solutions to the main system.
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